Five questions for Maria Elena Buszek

“Pin-Up Grrrls: Feminism, Sexuality, Popular Culture” and “Punkademics: The Basement Show in the Ivory Tower” may not sound like conventional book titles in the world of academia, but then Maria Elena Buszek isn’t a conventional academic. Those and other publications from the associate professor of art history at CU Denver amplify the punk rock attitude she brings to her teaching, research and other pursuits.

Buszek’s interest in art began in her youth, though she didn’t grow up visiting art museums or galleries. Her dad was a record collector and musician. She spent a lot of time in record stores, too, eventually working in them. That led to work in radio, gaining experience that she drew upon when teaching and learning went remote at the start of the pandemic.

“It was like all my radio-station muscle memory came back to me, albeit in a ‘show’ where I was doing the equivalent of running the decks, the board, the phones and the mic all by myself nonstop,” she said. “As a result, I felt surprisingly well-prepared for what was essentially ‘live broadcasting’ each of my classes for a year and a half.”

After returning to in-person classes, Buszek found that students wanted to retain some aspects of remote teaching, including the posting of recordings of each class.

“I found ways to incorporate these pandemic strategies into my ‘old’ in-person curricula,” Buszek said. “The recordings were hard, since I had to find out a way to record the students now that we weren’t all onscreen and mic’ed-up together. In true punk-rock, DIY spirit, I wound up just buying a cheap double-mic setup that connects to a USB on my laptop – so, I still get to play Phil Donahue, but by running around the class and sticking a mic in their faces.”

Earlier this year, Buszek was named to the newest class of President’s Teaching Scholars at CU.

“‘An honor’ doesn’t even begin to capture the feeling of being inducted into this community of distinguished educators from around the entire CU system,” Buszek said. “I’m not sure folks realize this about the President’s Teaching Scholar Program, but it’s not an award, per se. It’s really a community and laboratory where faculty share strategies for, and collaborate on, improving student success in CU’s classrooms.

“I was only inducted this year – proudly, as the first-ever art historian, as well as the first member of the College of Arts and Media faculty. But in the few meetings and retreats I’ve attended, I have already learned so much about ways to rethink and renew my teaching practice. Joining this fellowship has opened up a whole new network of colleagues dedicated to better serving their students, and with truly inspirational passion, optimism and energy.”

1. One of your recent book projects was co-editing an anthology of new writing, “A Companion to Feminist Art,” which sounds like a potentially overwhelming subject. What was your approach and how did you go about your work?

It was indeed overwhelming! Especially since the book required commissioning all-new writing on the subject. Ultimately, it was a lot like curating an exhibition: You have a wish list of subjects you want to include, and a corresponding list of folks who write or make work about those subjects, and then you start reaching out to ask if they are available to contribute, and hope for the best.

Sometimes, you get your wish, but more often than not, some folks you want to include are working on something else, which is really exciting, and something you haven’t thought about, so you just let them roll with that. Other times, a subject is so important you just don’t want to let it go, so you have to get more creative about who might be interested.
in writing about it, and ideally that, too, winds up being wonderful and surprising, and better than what you might have come up with yourself. (In fact, some of my favorite chapters were the biggest surprises, either because an author or artist tweaked a theme, or an author had a surprising take on one of ours.)

But it’s a huge task: My co-editor Hilary Robinson and I thought it would take three years, and it took six. But we’re so proud of the book, and the way our having to be so flexible about how it came together meant it became a more authentic snapshot of our current moment in feminist art history.

2. You recently received a grant for your current book project, “Art of Noise: Feminist Art and Popular Music Since 1977.” How is that process going, and what are you discovering about the topic?

This poor book’s been sitting on the backburner the whole time that the “Companion to Feminist Art” was taking twice as long as I’d anticipated! It’s slow-going, but so much fun. I write mostly about living artists, which means that a lot of my research consists of finding and interviewing players from these art and music scenes to help me flesh out the ways that visual art, performance and music have been intersecting in the work of feminist artists since the ’70s. But I have to cross-check everyone’s memories, stories and competing perspectives against the physical record, so I am simultaneously digging around archives and looking at the publications, documents and recordings from these eras, which sometimes yield really wonderful discoveries.

For example, I’ve been writing about and talking to the experimental film director Lizzie Borden, who recently started screening her 1976 quasi-documentary film “Regrouping,” about a feminist group she was part of; she had shelved it for 40 years because several of the subjects protested the final product when it debuted. At some point after these screenings were announced, I realized, “Holy cats! Back in 2018, I found a copy of the actual mimeographed, signed broadsheet those women passed out at its first screening!” – in the archives of the late New York art critic Edit DeAk – and I have a chance to finally put these long-separated things together.

I also came across a contact sheet of photographs of the band UT and pieced together that the now-legendary photographer Cindy Sherman took them when they were all just struggling artists in New York in their early 20s. The Terra Foundation Research Travel Grant that I received will allow me to see whether there are any similar gems that help me connect more dots about these kinds of feminist networks across the art and music worlds, and across national boundaries, based on new evidence I hope to ferret out in archives in Manchester, Liverpool and London.

3. What is your approach to mentoring students who are interested in research?

Throwing them in the deep end! I’m joking ... but, not really.

I’ve been lucky to have had some fantastic research assistants through the CU Denver EUReCA! Fellowship. They were already fairly steeped in basic scholarly research practices from our Art History classes, but I’m Gen X, and so probably the last generation to actually deal with card catalogs, microfilm machines – the old, physical media of traditional research – which I think is important for them to maneuver.

While digitization and the internet have made accessing scholarship as well as archives much easier, because I am dealing in this book project with a lot of primary and vernacular sources, this stuff just isn’t available on Google, or even scholarly databases. So they had to just sit down and scour through full runs of journals, or locate minutiae published in Creem magazine or one-off fanzines, or find names of oft-forgotten writers, artists and musicians for me to try to hunt down and interview.

I feel like this not only gave them an opportunity to learn some old-fashioned research skills, but also how frequently boring “the hunt” is. And, if they can still be excited about research after a summer of poring over vintage issues of Trouser Press or Artforum – where you’re going to find maybe a single article or advertisement that has anything to do with our subject in a whole year of publications – then maybe research is your bag. If not ... well, this is the unglamorous work you don’t see when you open one of your professor’s books.

4. What draws you to be a curator of art exhibitions? Do those projects ever dovetail with your teaching and research?
When I first went into art history, I thought I wanted to be a curator! My earliest jobs were all in galleries and museums, and I honestly only started teaching because I was putting myself through college and just needed to take whatever job I could get in my field! But, like a lot of educators, when I first started teaching, I quickly discovered it was way more than just a paycheck: I absolutely loved the engagement, the energy and how much I learned by teaching. And I was good at it!

But, in some ways, as much as my research is about nontraditional subjects in cultural history, I am in other ways an old-fashioned art historian, in that I love working with objects. So whenever I’ve been offered the chance, I am delighted to curate exhibitions: I’m actually at work on one right now, collaborating with the painter Helen Beard and the emerging art historian Alayo Akinkugbe on a show that will debut at this year’s Frieze London art fair.

These practices have indeed dovetailed: most recently in the Emmanuel Gallery exhibitions Too Fast to Live, Too Young To Die and Reversing Into the Future [7], which were organized around the amazing archive of punk and post-punk design work of New York City-based collector Andrew Krivine. I got to know Andrew and his collection while working on “Art of Noise” and he’d offered my students the chance to “virtually curate” an exhibition of his recently digitized archive, which the Emmanuel’s director Jeff Lambsin was thrilled to create an assignment around for his Museum Studies class – online in the spring of 2021 because of the pandemic. Once it was determined that CU Denver would be back in-person in the fall of 2021, Andrew basically said, “Let’s just pull their ‘virtual’ show together in real life for the Emmanuel!” So Jeff and I naturally jumped at the chance to bring our students’ vision to campus.

5. Let’s shift from vision to sound: You have made Spotify playlists that serve as supplemental soundtracks for art exhibits and courses. If you were to put together a playlist reflective of your time so far at CU Denver, what might we hear?

Wow, it would probably have to be a greatest hits supercut of all my classes’ playlists, from Hildegard von Bingen to Haruomi Hosono to Big Freedia!

And, as my students know, you can’t just ask me to think about a playlist without me actually putting one together...[8]

Regents receive strategic plan progress update [9]

The CU Board of Regents last week received the first full academic year-end reporting look at progress toward meeting goals detailed in the system strategic plan. CU system Interim Chief Financial Officer Chad Marturano guided the board through the extensive assessment report [10] at its summer retreat. The board had previously received mid-year reviews in November and February, with deep dives surrounding specific goals.

“This is the first year of having established goals and tracking progress toward them,” Marturano said.

He told the board the plan is fluid, with campuses and system adjusting goals as investments are made and, in some cases, as goals are reached. The report details baseline goal, progress toward goals and selected revisions.

“They all tie to what we have talked about over the past year,” Marturano said.

The regents reacted favorably toward the report, but some members said the progress report should be an ongoing topic of discussion and given the appropriate level of attention.

“We should take some time so we can be thoughtful and provide feedback. There’s enough detail and enough money
spent on goals that we need to be thoughtful as a board,” said Regent Glen Gallegos.

“Are the goals high enough, are they aspirational?” Gallegos asked.

Regent Jack Kroll echoed the sentiment. “Are we really pushing ourselves, are we trying to run a mile in under four minutes or under eight?” he asked.

Gallegos also asked the administration and the board to place a sharper focus on diversity goals, which he said have not improved markedly in recent years.

“We don’t have a good track record with diversity; let’s have a plan,” Gallegos said.

CU President Todd Saliman agreed, saying that Colorado’s ranking of 45th nationally in state funding for higher education is not an excuse. And although investments are being made in the area, progress must be made.

“Where we are in terms of retention and graduation rates is not where we should be. That’s not acceptable,” Saliman said.

“We need to get results, that’s what it’s all about,” he said. “I would love nothing more than to overperform. It’s important for us to measure progress, but we want our real effort to go into achieving goals. We have to avoid paralysis-by-analysis.”

Once rivals, now partners

Regents Lesley Smith and Ken Montera competed against each other for the statewide at-large seat on CU’s Board of Regents during the 2018 election, but now they look forward to collaborating in leading the board as the recently elected chair and vice chair.

Smith, who won the 2018 election, and Montera both ran positive campaigns that focused on moving the university forward, so there was none of the lingering animosity that is often part and parcel of political campaigns. That focus will help them work together as leaders of the board, they said.

“I'm honored to serve as board chair of the CU system. Since my tenure on the board, CU has been unsettled with COVID and presidential transitions,” Smith said. “I’m looking forward to working with President Saliman, Regent Montera and our colleagues on the Board of Regents over the next year to keep our focus on the three priorities we discussed at our recent retreat – outreach; retention and graduation; and CU reflecting the state’s diversity. I see smoother seas as we navigate to strengthen the CU system.”

Montera was appointed to the board by Gov. Jared Polis in 2021 to fill the vacancy left when Regent Chance Hill resigned his 5th Congressional District seat to move out of state. Montera will run for re-election in November after winning the Republican primary in June.

“I couldn’t be more pleased to have been elected vice chair of this critical board that plays such an important role in guiding the future of our state by educating and preparing so many individuals for their careers, helping them establish the foundation for their lives,” Montera said. “This board truly understands that responsibility and works daily to ensure
that it is accomplished.”

At the Board of Regents retreat last week, the regents had the traditional “Passing the Gavel” ceremony in which previous Chair Jack Kroll and Vice Chair Sue Sharkey handed over responsibility for leadership of the board to Smith and Montera. They will serve through the 2022-23 academic year.

The board also announced leadership and assignments for its working committees[12] for the new fiscal year:

**Governance:** Regent Glen Gallegos, Chair; Regent Ilana Spiegel, Vice Chair; Regent Callie Rennison; Regent Sue Sharkey.

**University Affairs:** Regent Rennison, Chair; Regent Sharkey, Vice Chair; Regent Ken Montera; Regent Jack Kroll.

**Finance:** Regent Nolbert Chavez, Chair; Regent Montera, Vice Chair; Regent Heidi Ganahl; Regent Kroll.

**Audit:** Regent Spiegel, Chair; Regent Gallegos, Vice Chair; Regent Chavez; Regent Ganahl.

Other committees with Board of Regents representation:

- Foundation: Regent Spiegel
- AHEC: Regent Chavez
- Investment: Regent Montera

Amazon employees can now earn degrees at UCCS for free[13]

Five takeaways from Chancellor Marks’ conversation with the Mandela Washington Fellowship Leaders[14]

Department of Biomedical Informatics launches to advance patient care using data-driven discovery[15]

Lynn joins CU Denver as fifth dean of the School of Education & Human Development[16]
Hunter named director of Institute of Behavioral Science

Emergency medicine professor Young takes his skills to Ukraine

A conversation with Todd Saliman about the future of the University of Colorado

UCCS Stem Outreach Program helping to break barriers for minority high school students

NSF funding $20M CU environmental science effort
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